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editor's note
Out of Line
Fig. Not in accordance with what is appropriate or expected, especially

The content of Out of Line is designed to help you navigate life

in behavior.

outside the lines. The pages of this magazine draw upon the lived
experiences of individuals who, like you, occupy the space in

Have you ever been reprimanded for being out of line? By a parent? A

between--with regard to their gender, sexuality, or any other

teacher? Perhaps a stranger? Being out of line has traditionally been

aspect of their identities. Whether you identify as gender non-

associated with being in the wrong, but what it really means is deviating

conforming, queer, trans, lesbian, gay, bisexual, or intersex, we

from pathways that have been set for us by those who neither know us

write for you.

nor have our best interest at heart. Feminist/queer theorist Sara Ahmed
notes, "a path is created by being followed and is followed by being

In the words of feminist thinker Gayle Rubin: "I personally feel

created" (46). She recognizes that "we can use a path insofar as we do

that the feminist movement must dream of even more than the

use a path" (46). But what happens when we reject the path? When we

elimination of the oppression of women. It must dream of the

decide to not be complicit in the creation of norms that bind and oppress

elimination of obligatory sexualities and sex roles. The dream I find

us? When we stop giving power to the institutional forces that render

most compelling is one of an androgynous and genderless (though

heterosexuality and participation in the gender binary compulsory?

not sexless) society, in which one's sexual anatomy is irrelevant to
who one is, what one does, and with whom one makes love" (252).

We at Out of Line recognize that existing in liminal and/or undefined
spaces is an act that requires immense courage. We understand that it is

What do you dream of?

easy to fall trap to normative guidelines and that we "line ourselves up to
avoid the consequences of being out of line because we have been there
and we can't face it anymore" (Ahmed, 55). Liberation is nonlinear, and
there are bumps in the road--of that we are certain. So we encourage you
to be resilient, no matter what stage in the process of living outside the
lines you find yourself. You are not alone. You are not wrong. You never
have been.

Mari Young
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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MEET THE STAFF

Mari Young
Pronouns: she/her/hers
Mari, who is the editor of Out of Line, is a Film and Media Studies major and
Feminist and Gender Studies minor at The Colorado College--for the time
being. In fourteen months she will escape Colorado Springs, drive to the
Pacific Coast, and never look back. Once in L.A. she will decolonize the media
and soak up all the vitamin D she missed out on as a child living in the city of
Boston. As a Libra she is deeply sensitive, (read: crybaby) though she
embraces her relatively constant flow of tears because salt clarifies the skin.

Stefani Messick
Pronouns: she/her/hers
Stefani, who interviewed Nico Wilkinson, is an Education Major and
Feminist and Gender Studies minor at Colorado College. She hopes to
pursue elementary teaching because the classroom is a platform to help
shape young minds as part of the gay agenda. A true Scorpio, she’s dark,
mysterious, and magnificent--just like the Milky Way. Steer clear if you have
an allergy to cats, though, because lint rollers do little good for her defurring attempts these days.

Griffin Shaffer
Pronouns: he/him/his or they/them/theirs
Griffin, who is a journalist for Out of Line, is a Feminist and
Gender Studies major and Education minor at Colorado College.
His dream is to teach Feminist and Gender Studies at the high
school level and corrupt more youth into the feminist life. As a
Cancer he is reserved yet fiercely loyal to his friends, and cares
deeply about the people around him. In his free time you can find
him baking vegan desserts while singing off key to Lady Gaga.

Lauren Larrabee
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers
Lauren, who is the graphic designer of Out of Line, is currently a sophomore
at Colorado College. She is an Art Studio major with a focus in Photography
and is minoring in Feminist and Gender Studies. Larrabee hopes to take her
photography to a professional level and produce feminist/activist work. As a
cancer she is artistic, tenacious, and loves the water. That said, she is slowly
coming to terms with the realization that she will never be an Olympic
swimmer. However, her dreams of being a backup-singer continue without
fail (or confirmation).

MARS AND
VENUS ARE
SOCIAL
CONSTRUCTS
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BY STEFANI MESSICK
Have you ever heard the gendered
aphorism, “Men are from Mars, women
are from Venus”? In his wildly popular
book, Men are From Mars, Women are From
Venus, author John Gray based sexist
arguments on the "fundamental
differences" between the sexes. In this
book and many others, Gray offers a
guide for both sexes to understand the
other. Feminist theorists have long written
about the ideological dominance of the
male over the female, whether this
hierarchy is implicit or explicit, vague or
outright. The hierarchy of sexism is
present in many places--whether you are
aware of it or not.
Perhaps you’re interested in reading
horoscopes or studying astrology. Isn’t it
odd that horoscopes are hyper-focused
on love interests and romance? Sexist
language and gendered concepts exist
here as well! Queer astrologist Rhea Wolf
writes, “Even in the beginning of my
studies of astrology, I was dissatisfied with
binary gender language which ascribed
certain planets to certain people based on
their biological sex. Like: in a woman’s
chart, Mars will indicate the kind of man
she will be attracted to or the kind of man
she attracts” (Waisler 67). In an attempt to
combat the exclusion and sexism present
in this field, some astrologists have
utilized queer theory to bring new
perspectives and be more open to a wider
range of possibilities when working with
clients.
Jessica Lanyadoo, for example, noted in an
interview, “The [history of astrology] has
been run by straight, white, able-bodied,
often monied, and educated dudes. Their
values, experiences, and world-views are
everywhere, including in the astrology
textbooks” (Beusman). Because the

Western astrological tradition is gendered
and implicitly heteronomative, the practice
can be exclusionary for those who identify
as LGBTQIA+, and necessitates that a
queer theory lens be brought to the
practice of astrology.
Intrigued? There’s more. Notions of gender
have been assigned to planetary bodies as
well. The Sun is said to rule “the spirit, the
ego, the male, authority, the will to live, the
urge to rule, willpower, consciousness,
dignity, [and] the spirit” (Astrological
Symbols). Its opposite, the Moon, is said to
rule “the emotional response, the female,
fertility, the wife, the family, the nation, the
subconscious, the memory, sensitivity,
hereditary qualities” (Astrological
Symbols). In these descriptions the male
is painted as dominant; associated
with light, positivity, and intellectual
consciousness, whereas the female is
constructed to represent darkness, feeling,
and negativity. Evelyn Fox Keller wrote in
1993, “Prior to the advent of science,
nature as female is dark, secretive, and
opaque” (454). Even the zodiac signs are
classified by gender. The feminine signs-which represent Earth and Water--include
Taurus, Cancer, Virgo, Scorpio, Capricorn,
and Pisces. Meanwhile the masculine
signs--which represent Fire and Air-include Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra,
Sagittarius, and Aquarius (Waisler 68).
Ideas such as these help reinforce the
social construction of gender and gender
norms, which serves
to emphasize heteronormativity and
sexism.
When ideas and ways of thinking become
institutionalized, we can understand them
as having been 'socially constructed.'
Judith Butler writes in Gender Trouble:
Feminism and the Subversion of Identity,
“The effect of gender is produced through
the stylization of the body and, hence,
must be understood as the mundane way
in which bodily gestures, movements, and
styles of various kinds constitute the
illusion of an abiding gendered self”
(441). Here, Butler argues that gender, via
acts of repetition and performance, is
socially constructed.

Socially constructed ideas such as these
are dangerous in that they perpetuate
imbalanced ways of thinking about men
and women as well as ideas
of masculinity and femininity. On this
note, Monique Wittig writes, “To
constitute a difference and to control it
is an ‘act of power, since it is essentially
a normative act…One has to be socially
dominant to succeed in it’” (288). Other
feminist thinkers have also addressed
this binary of light and dark: “The terms
masculine and feminine are used
symmetrically only as a matter of form,
as on legal papers. In actuality the
relation of the two sexes is not quite like
that of two electrical poles, for man
represents both the positive and the
neutral, as is indicated by the common
use of man to designate human beings
in general; whereas woman represents
only the negative, defined by limiting
criteria, without reciprocity” (Beauvoir
149). The very idea that “masculine”
planetary bodies represent positivity
and the values of intellectual
consciousness while “feminine”
planetary bodies represent the exact
opposite reinforces the power
that 'the masculine' holds over 'the
feminine' in society.
Further, these ideological “differences”
contribute to the fundamental ideas
held by members living in a sexist
society, where men and masculinity
dominate women and femininity. Nancy
Chodorow addresses the power that
men gain through socially constructed
ideas such as these, writing, “Given that
men control not only major social
institutions but the very definition and
constitution of society and culture, they
have the power and ideological means
to enforce these perceptions as general
norms, and to hold each other
accountable for their enforcement”
(268). Scary, isn’t it? The mere idea that
the way we label and think about ideas
in astrology--or any other sphere for
that matter--only illustrates the
durability of sexist ideals and
exclusionary practices.
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What do these ideas have to do with
the physical practice of astrology,
though? Well, some astrologists
think it may be possible to trace
homosexuality through astrological
natal charts. In his article “The
Astrology of Homophobia,” Peter
Clamp debunked some of the older
astrological theories that claimed to
do this, writing, “[The] material that
has been available has been
superficial, moralistic, highly
negative in tone, frequently flippant
and often plain inaccurate.” Here,
Clamp argues that many of these
earlier theories were inconsistent
and varied because they operated
within the strict binaries of the
masculine, the feminine, and
heterosexual, which illustrates a
dire need for queer theory.
Even in earlier astrological contexts,
these ideas were problematic since
some astrologers connected certain
signs to symptoms of “neuroses.” A
star-minded thinker in the 14th
century, Ptolemy, wrote, “But if
likewise Mars or Venus as well,
either one or both of them, is made
masculine, the males become
addicted to natural sexual
intercourse, and are adulterous,
insatiate, and ready on every
occasion for base and lawless acts
of sexual passion, while the females
are lustful for unnatural congresses,
cast inviting glances of the eye, and
are what we call tribades [lesbians],
for they deal with females and
perform the functions of males”
(369). It isn’t unusual for notions of
illness or deviance to be linked to
homosexuality, though, as Adrienne
Rich reminds us: “If we think of
heterosexuality as the natural
emotional and sensual inclination
for women, [different] lives are seen
as deviant, as pathological, or as
emotionally and sensually deprived”
(293). However, an updated and
more modern take on this idea of
deviance – one that hinges on an
acceptance of sexual identities

outside a heteronormative framework
– is essential to queer theory and is
making more of an appearance in
modern astrological circles.
Now, a queer framework allows
astrologers to be open to more
possibilities and avoid making
stereotypical assumptions when
working with clients. Rhea Wolf notes,
“For me, working on this continuum
between the feminine and masculine
archetypes is really about following
the full spectrum of shades in
between. This is how the binary
system is helpful, as extreme points of
view that help us facilitate an
understanding of everything else”
(Waisler 70). When we consider the
impact that a more inclusive lens
through which to view societal ideas
and norms, like queer theory, it can
open us up to many more possibilities.
In “Theory as Liberatory Practice” bell
hooks writes, “[Theory] is liberatory. It
not only enables us to remember and
recover ourselves, it charges and
challenges us to renew our
commitment to an active, inclusive
feminist struggle” (32). By applying
queer theory to the practice of
astrology, astrologists can transform
their practice to be more inclusive and
empowering. One such queer
astrologer notes, “For me astrology
has always been a tool of liberation,
and queer theory likewise seeks to
liberate people from the language of
oppression” (Beusman). In Myths of
Gender, Gender in Myth, the authors
write,
“To be queer is to be open to the
moment. To be queer is to look at
things differently than you’ve been
told to. To be queer is to inhabit a
different time and space than the
homogenous, heteronormative,
consumer culture. To be queer is to
focus on the process of creating a life
rather than on producing labels,
constructing ideologies or
manufacturing stability” (Waisler 65).
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As some feminist thinkers remind us,
dreaming can be political (Rubin 244) –
we must be able to creatively imagine
our vision of a culture and reality in
order to make progress. The field of
queer astrology is doing just that. By
employing queer theory to practice an
ancient tradition in the search for
identity, queer astrologists are opening
the door for the next vision of modern
culture, society, and reality. We must
remember that what our parents
thought of Mars and Venus may mean
something completely different to us
now. After all, our ways of
understanding the stars and ourselves
are socially constructed!
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#QUEERHOROSCOPES
FEB. 19 TO MAR. 20

MAR. 21 TO APR. 19

Pisces

Aries

As Mercury pops into your seventh house you
might feel like venturing out of your comfort
zone and experimenting with different types of
partners. Embrace the new! Just make sure that
you and your partner are on the same page in
terms of uncharted sexual territory.

APR. 20 TO MAY 20

Taurus
You have great opportunities headed your way
in the career department this month--but just
because you are prioritizing your craft doesn't
mean there's no time for flirting! Venus will
have you attracting all kinds of partners in the
coming weeks.

JUNE 21 TO JULY 22

Cancer
Uranus in retrograde might throw you off
balance at the beginning of this month, but
you'll have plenty of time to bounce back!
Saturn is making big plans for you in the
coming weeks--you'll be channeling tons of
sensuality!

This month Mars, Venus, and Jupiter are
collaborating to help you feel more like
yourself. Negotiating your identity can be
difficult at times, but your hard work and
critical thinking have paid off. You've been
feeling more comfortable in your skin than
ever before!

MAY 21 TO JUNE 20

Gemini
You might still be feeling low from last month's
square off between Jupiter and Venus, but it's
time to heal your emotional wounds and
remember your worth! A new relationship could
reveal itself to you in the coming weeks, so keep
your mind open and remember to go at your
own pace.

JULY 23 TO AUG. 22

Leo
This month's Leo lunar eclipse will give you
the boost of confidence you need to
approach that person you've been eyeing. Be
careful though, Venus will have you feeling
extra sexy--just don't jump in too fast! When
it comes to intimacy, there's no need to rush.
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#QUEERHOROSCOPES
AUG. 23 TO SEPT. 22

SEPT. 23 TO OCT. 22

Virgo

Libra

Your relationships have taken some surprising
turns lately--you have reinforced healthy ones
and relinquished toxic ones. Always stick to your
guns, Virgo. Your intuition about who is and isn't
worth keeping in your life is correct. Drama is a
diversion of your precious energies!

OCT. 23 TO NOV. 21

This month Aquarius moves into your opposite
sign, which will spark your creativity. This might
be the perfect time to reinvent yourself and
think outside the box in terms of your identity.
The end of March will be all about exploration!

NOV. 22 TO DEC. 21

Scorpio Sagittarius
This month the new moon will give you some
major confidence--which may bring new
opportunities to flirt and start a fling--though
you could also find some long term suitors.
Whether you are single or not, you can enjoy
the surge of self-esteem!

DEC. 22 TO JAN. 19

Capricorn
Neptune in your seventh house during March
will shake things up emotionally. New love
interests may pop up as the month draws to a
close, but don't lose your sense of self in the
process--you have worked too hard at
cultivating your own interests to conform to
another's.

Jupiter, your chart ruler, is doing big things for
you this month. You may have been
questioning your place in the sex/gender
system, but the coming weeks will provide
some much needed clarity. Get out there and
enjoy the new you!

JAN. 20 TO FEB. 18

Aquarius
This month you'll need to source your selfworth from within. External forces have been
trying to invalidate your identity, so keep your
chin up and know that you are not alone!
Venus coming through your sign will give you
an added boost in the friendship department
towards the end of March.

Exclusively at

www.undefined.com
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WHEN SHE
AND HE
AREN’T
ENOUGH
A DISCUSSION OF
NONBINARY GENDERS
By Griffin Shaffer

In our society, gender permeates every aspect of our lives.
From the moment we enter this world gender is forced onto
us. Doctors announce whether you are a boy or a girl based
on your genitalia, which dictates how you will be socialized for
the rest of your life. Our first interactions with the world are
tainted by the gender binary – we are gendered and then
named accordingly. We are assigned this gender based on our
biological sex. Gender and sex are both positioned in our
society within a binary, and are assumed to correlate to one
another.
After we have been assigned a gender at birth, we are taught
how to act in accordance with our assigned gender. We
observe the culturally prescribed gender roles and
expressions, which then become our gender schema, which is
comprised of various interrelated components (Saltzburg &
Davis). “These include: the emergent realization of belonging to
a specific gender group classification; signs of gender
[a]typicality; a state of gender contentedness; and awareness
of social pressure for gender conformity” (Saltzburg & Davis
89). These factors contribute to and influence a child’s gender
development. It is important to note that gender atypicality is
expected in very young kids as they develop their own identity,
but becomes pathological as the child gets older, and is often
associated with being gay or lesbian. This perpetuates the idea
that gender deviance is intrinsically linked with nonheterosexual orientations.
Once we are taught what it means to be gendered, we are
expected to perform that gender within society. “Acts,
gestures, and desire produce the effect of an internal core or
substance, but produce this on the surface of the body...Such
acts, gestures, enactments, generally construed, are

1. There are two and only two
genders.
performative in the sense that the
2. One’s gender is invariant.
essence or identity that they
3. Genitals are the essential signs of
otherwise purport to express are
gender. (A female is a person with a
fabrications manufactured and
sustained through corporeal signs and vagina; a male is a person with a
other discursive means” (Butler 441). penis.)
4. Any exceptions are not serious. 5.
We are taught how to perform our
There are no transfers from one
gender and our performances are
gender to another except ceremonial
then policed by society and by our
ones.
peers – for example, through the
6. Everyone is one gender or the
expression “ladylike.”
other.
7. The M/F dichotomy is a “natural”
However, the idea that gender is a
one.
socially constructed performance
does not mean that gender is not real 8. Membership in one gender or the
or important. Candace West and Don other is “natural.”
Zimmerman in “Doing Gender” claim
Although it is difficult to break the
that even though gender is
“rules” of gender and live outside the
performative and is technically
optional whether or not you perform binary, genderqueer people challenge
these norms of gender everyday.
it, we don’t have the option to make
others see us as male or female (West When someone questions or rejects
the dichotomy of gender by
& Zimmerman). The practice of
gendering is so entrenched in societal presenting themselves in
operations that it becomes difficult for nonconventional ways, they
place themselves outside of the
anybody to break out of this binary
“natural” spheres of gender (Saltzburg
and exist beyond the categories of
& Davis). However, according to Julia
male and female.
Serano in “Trans Woman Manifesto,”
“There is no such thing as a ‘real’
All of these cultural ideas about
gender – there is only the gender we
gender can be summed up through
identify as and the gender we
Kate Bornstein’s outline of Harold
perceive others to be” (Serano 548). In
Garfinkel’s eight rules of gender
other words, when someone breaks
(Vipond 24). These “rules” were
out of the oppositional gender
originally published in 1967, yet they
system, they are free to identify as an
are clearly still seen in our society
unlimited amount of genders. The
today.
term genderqueer is often used to
describe individuals who embody this

idea by identifying outside of or inbetween the male/female binary.
Within the transgender community
“genderqueer” has become the most
common gender identity. One of the
most important aspects of
genderqueerness is the use of
pronouns. Language, in many ways,
shapes society, and is especially
important in affirming people’s
identities. Pronouns are one of the
ways that we affirm the gender
identities of the people around us and
ourselves. Using a pronoun to describe
a person situates their identity within
the context of their gender. When
someone chooses their pronoun it is
critical to use their preferred pronouns
to affirm their gender. Genderqueer
people who identify outside of or inbetween the male/female binary need
pronouns that correspond with their
identities. Many choose to use gender
nonconforming pronouns rather than
gendered pronouns, while other
genderqueer individuals do choose to
stay with gendered pronouns. Here is a
handy table of the most common
pronouns from Negotiating Group
Identity in the Research Process: Are You
In or Are You Out? (see next page).
They/them/their pronouns have
become one of the most popular
choices for genderqueer individuals.
Some people criticize the use of
they/them/their pronouns as singular
pronouns, claiming that they can only
be used as plural pronouns; however,
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they/them/their has been historically
used as a singular pronoun from
writers such as Shakespeare, Chaucer
and Jane Austin (American Dialect
Society). Furthermore, singular “they”
was also recognized as the word of the
year for the American Dialect Society in
2015.
Although they/them/their has become
one of the most popular pronoun
choices for genderqueer people,
remember that preferred pronouns are
a very personal choice and that all
gender nonconforming pronouns are
valid choices that should be affirmed
and respected (LaCarrubba). “It” is also
a pronoun that some people choose to
use, but it should never be used if it is
not that person’s preferred pronoun.
The use of “it” as a pronoun can make
somebody feel more like an object than
a person, which completely refutes the
use of pronouns to affirm and respect
each other as human beings. A study
conducted by Saltzburg and Davis,
found that many young genderqueer
people feel like they are being left out
of the human experience when the
people around them do not validate
their gender identity. One
young genderqueer individual talked
about how his family wouldn’t use his
preferred pronouns and wished that
no one used pronouns. They felt
excluded from society when their

pronouns weren’t being respected.
Pronouns are so ingrained in public
discourse that it strips genderqueer
individuals of their social existence when
they are denied their preferred
pronouns.
Some genderqueer individuals still
choose gendered pronouns and reject
gender nonconforming pronouns. Again,
preferred pronouns are a personal
decision and choosing to use gendered
pronouns is still a valid choice for
genderqueer people. Take Ashleigh
Shackelford, for example. In her article
“Why I’m Non-Binary But Don’t Use
‘They/Them,’” Ashleigh talks about how
her experiences as a “Black fat girl”
shaped her gender identity. “My body
being bigger, being Black and being read
as cisgender, or being assumed to be
DFAB (designated “female” at birth) but
not being seen as a girl or woman has
forced me to grapple with gender in
specific and violent ways” (Shackelford).
She goes on to explain that as she was
growing up she couldn’t fit into girl’s
clothes and would shop in the boys’ and
men’s department out of necessity. She
was denied the ability to feminize herself
through her dress. She also received
mixed signals about her gender
performance growing up - she was either
too loud or too quiet, was told to close
her legs and act more like a girl, and
wasn’t seen as a victim when

other classmates bullied her. When
she got older she came out as nonbinary because she could not identify
as a Black woman.
That said, she identifies with Black
womanhood and the experiences she
has had fighting to be recognized as
such. She claims that they/them
pronouns are too neutral for her and
that she/her pronouns fit better with
her gender identity, “because I had to
fight for those pronouns in my journey
to be seen as a Black girl/woman my
entire life through all the ways gender,
safety and humanity was denied to me”
(Shackelford). Shackelford’s use of
she/her pronouns demonstrates how a
person can still identify outside of the
binary but prefer to use gendered
pronouns. Overall, it is clear that our
society is still dominated by the
“natural” gender/sex dichotomy,
though there are many genderqueer
people out there subverting this binary
every day. Through the use of gender
nonconforming pronouns genderqueer
people challenge the gender binary
and expose its flaws. The use of gender
nonconforming pronouns allows
people to exist outside of or in
between the limited and restrictive
binary. Being able to claim gendered
pronouns also allows genderqueer
people to affirm and validate their
gender identity.
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"I like being non-binary.
I like queering other
people's gender
expectations and
challenging the status
quo. I like existing in
more colors."
Doe
They/Them/Theirs

Photographed by
Lauren Larrabee
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"I love being able to
narrate my body on
my own terms."
Baheya
They/Them/Theirs

Photographed by Lauren Larrabee
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"I do not subscribe to
colonial binaries. I
define my blackness
in a certain way, and
by default, my
gender."
D
They/Them/Theirs

Photographed by Lauren Larrabee
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"Identity takes time;
identity is complex. Be
patient with yourself. It
can be scary when you
realize that you don't fit
the normative standards
thrust upon you."

Amelia
They/Them/Theirs

Photographed by
Lauren Larrabee

RAPE
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IS NOT JUST

A CIS-HET
THING
AS A COMMUNITY, LGBTQIA+ PEOPLE FACE HIGHER RATES OF
POVERTY, STIGMA, AND MARGINALIZATION--WHICH PUT US AT
GREATER RISK FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT. WE ALSO FACE HIGHER
RATES OF HATE-MOTIVATED VIOLENCE, WHICH OFTEN TAKES
THE FORM OF SEXUAL ASSAULT. IF YOU OR SOMEONE YOU
KNOW HAS BEEN SEXUALLY ASSAULTED, SEEK HELP NOW.
#STANDWITHSURVIVORS

You are not alone. For 24/7
confidential help call: 1.800.755.6011

LGBTQIA+
SEXUAL
VIOLENCE
ALLIANCE

QUEERING THE
INTERNET
BY GRIFFIN SHAFFER

Nowadays, queer youth can connect with queers across
the world with just the tap of a screen. The Internet
offers many different ways to connect with others and
find information on anything from identity definitions
to sexual health. One of the most popular methods of
connecting with others in the queer community is
through dating apps. These applications offer instant
access to online interaction with queers nearby. Before
discussing the benefits and the many problems with
these applications, however, it is important to discuss
Internet use among queers in general.
The Internet offers a unique space for everyone, which
queer youth can capitalize on. The Internet--and social
media in particular--offers a unique space for queer
youth to explore their identities alongside others in
their community. It’s true what they say, you can be
anyone on the Internet.

"THE INTERNET OFFERS A
UNIQUE SPACE FOR EVERYONE,
WHICH QUEER YOUTH CAN
CAPITALIZE ON."
Many queer youths find that they can be their authentic
selves on the Internet. They control their own level of
visibility, the pace of their interactions, and how they
express themselves as their identity evolves--free of
judgment (Fox & Ralston). Early research on queer
Internet usage has found that queer users often find
“safe and accepting environments online,” which
benefits mental health (Fox & Ralston 636). Interactions
among queers online also help individuals feel less
socially isolated, which increases self-esteem and selfacceptance.
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However, different websites allow for varying levels of
visibility. When websites are bound to offline identities
such as Facebook, they limit the ways in which queer
youth can express themselves. That said, these websites
can also be empowering--they can be places to express
personal adversity, discuss negative experiences such as
bullying, and can be an important part of “coming out.”
Personal websites help publicize a diverse array of
queer experiences. For example, many queer users
follow each other on Twitter to share stories and
compare experiences. Following “out” queers on social
media can help some people become more comfortable
with the idea of being “out” themselves.
In addition to being a space in which queers express
their identity and connect with others, the Internet can
be a great place to turn to for information. For most
queer youth it is difficult to find resources in offline.
Most of us have had to sit through painfully
heteronormative sex education, which taught us
virtually nothing about our various sexualities or
genders. Thus, it makes sense to turn to the Internet
when it becomes difficult to find queer-centric
resources. One of the biggest things that queer youth
reported learning about online is how broad the
categories of sexuality and gender actually are (Fox &
Ralston). Finding the words to express how they felt in
their bodies helped them feel like they were less "out
there" in the queer community and in mainstream
spaces (Fox & Ralston). For example, according to Fox
and Ralston, many asexual people have accredited
social media for popularizing information about
asexuality, which they wouldn’t have found the words
to describe otherwise.
The Internet offers a variety of different spaces for
queers, but one of the most popular--and problematic-spheres is the world of dating apps. These apps can be a
positive way for queers to find and build relationships
with other queers in their community.
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However, most of these apps are targeted towards
masculine gay men and leave out trans and nonbinary
individuals as well as lesbians. If you don’t know much
about dating apps, here’s a brief overview: there are
different formats for these apps, but all use your
location to show you people around you. Some of the
apps allow you to swipe through individual’s profiles,
and if you both “like” each other you can begin contact.
Others simply display all of the people around you,
whom you can contact at will. Oftentimes filter settings
restrict your view, so can only see the people that fit
your “type.” Critiques of these apps claim that they are
causing the collapse of physical queer spaces and
limiting interactions due the superficiality of filter
settings. On the other hand, proponents of these apps
claim that they enable people to become sexually
liberated and live more interconnected gay lives
(Norman). Both of these positions raise valid points
about these apps, but they also ignore one of the most
problematic aspects of dating apps.
Most queer dating apps marginalize effeminate gay
men and transgender individuals within the queer
community. This intolerance is inextricably linked to a
patriarchal understanding of sexuality, as reflected by
Charlotte Bunch's assertions in “Not for Lesbians Only”:
“it is not okay, and I do not want it ever to be okay, to
be queer in patriarchy” (Bunch 224). The fact that most
queer dating apps are targeted towards gay men--with
few options for lesbian women, and virtually none for
trans or nonbinary individuals--is evidence of this
discrimination.

wildmagazine.com
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It is important to discuss this prejudice because dating
apps are used by queers for all of the same reasons that
they use the Internet. It is vital that these spaces include
as many queer people as they can.
In order to achieve this, dating apps need to stop
perpetuating a hyper-masculine online climates that

Another issue with these dating apps is that almost none
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are hostile to those that don’t fit the ideal. Masculine

are explicitly for trans or nonbinary people--in fact,

ideals are particularly evident on Grindr--the most

when trans people do join the other apps they are often

popular dating app among gay men. In these hyper-

met with hostility. One trans man noted that he had

masculine spaces, one often finds femmephobic

originally joined Grindr thinking that it would be a

discourse in the language of men who describe

good place to meet a man. He indicated that he was
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femme” (Ward 578). Femmephobia is defined as “any
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questions about his genitalia and told him to get off the

femininity or toward those who exhibit feminine traits,

site (Fox & Ralston). These types of interactions are

based upon societal understandings of what is

unfortunately a common occurrence on many queer

masculine and feminine” (Miller & Behm-Morawitz

dating apps. There is even a Tumblr blog on called

178). The femmephobia found on Grindr is an

"Trans Men on Grindr," dedicated to exposing

extension of the devaluation of femininity found within

transphobic interactions on Grindr (Trans Men on

society at large. This hyper-masculine rejection of

Grindr).

way in which gay men reject queer culture and identity

These transphobic interactions are, without a doubt, a

(Ward). Through this rejection they are able to

product of phallocentrism in our society, especially in

maintain male privilege within our heterosexist society.

the gay male community. Anne Koedt claims that the
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and the use of femmephobic language is a

penis is the epitome of masculinity, so it is no surprise
Research has found that the most popular exclusionary

that these dating apps are phallocentric. Again, in order

language on Grindr is always directed towards

to make queer dating apps more accessible to all

effeminate men (Miller & Behm-Morawitz). This makes

members of the queer community, we must work to

these men question and devalue themselves within

reject hegemonic masculinity.

their own community. The devaluation of femininity is
also location dependent--whereas rural men are more

Ultimately, there has been one dating app launched

likely to define themselves as “straight-acting” and have

specifically for the trans community, though it is

femmephobic language in their profile, urban gay men

unclear how popular the app has become. Overall,

are more likely to display less femmephobic attitudes.

although the Internet offers a unique space for queer

In fact, studies show that gay men hold the most

individuals to interact with and learn from one another,

stereotypical views of femininity and masculinity,

it has its drawbacks. Queer dating apps today still create

which they use to monitor their own gender

rigidly masculine spaces. It is on us to reject hegemonic

presentation. Effeminacy in men is already rejected by

masculinity, be our true queer selves in these spaces,

the dominant heterosexist society we live in, so it is

and fight against femmephobia and transphobia in the

important to reject femmephobia on apps such as

online dating world.

Grindr in order celebrate the myriad ways people push
the boundaries of gender expression.
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MY BODY IS A
QUEER POEM
AN INTERVIEW WITH NICO WILKINSON
BY STEFANI MESSICK
I had the pleasure of sitting down to speak
with Nico Wilkinson, a local activist and
artist. Wilkinson graduated from Colorado
College in 2016 with a degree in poetry
writing, which helped them establish many
important connections with local poets
and artists. Talented and celebrated in
their own right, Wilkinson helped found
Keep Colorado Springs Queer, a local
open mic event, in order to give people
access to more inclusive spaces to tell
stories and share experiences. Wilkinson
has found that their art is inseparable from
their activism, as if one cannot exist
without the other, and the same with their
identity and their art. There is no way to
separate the pairs. For Wilkinson, artistic
and poetic creation mirrors the creation
and imagination of a better society.
Similarly, Hélène Cixous writes, “She must
write her self, because this is the invention
of a new insurgent writing which, when
the moment of her liberation has come,
will allow her to carry out the
indispensable ruptures and
transformations in her history” (216).
Cixous and Wilkinson would agree that it
is vital for activists to be able to imagine
the futures and realities that they are
fighting for.
It became clear the longer we spoke that
Wilkinson’s dedication to storytelling plays
a strong role in their practice of feminism
and activism. Importantly, they recognized
how unfortunate it is that the most
effective way to change minds through
activism is through having vulnerable
conversations.

“It sucks in a way because it shouldn’t be
anyone’s job to put themselves on the
line and do that emotional labor for the
benefit of people who refuse to get it
otherwise. But there are some of us who
are willing to do that work for ourselves,
like advocating for ourselves and our
identities, as well as being allies to other
people's identities, but then [there is] a
fine line between [advocating] for other
people without telling their story. I'm still
not sure how to do that. I think that's also
something we need to be all right with
admitting to” (Wilkinson).
In addressing the task of purposeful
allyship and collective theorizing, Maria
Lugones and Elizabeth Spelman write, “A
theory that is useful will provide criteria
for change and make suggestions for
modes of resistance that don’t merely
reflect the situation and values of the
theorizer” (24). Certainly, while poetry
can be an important platform for feminist
and LGBTQIA+ rights activism, as
Wilkinson and other feminist thinkers
have alluded to, it is important to
recognize an artists’ intention, location,
and moral responsibility when using
personal storytelling as a method of
combat. For it is not just the stories we
tell, but of whom we tell them, to whom
we tell, and for what purposes that
matters. At the very least, it is electrifying
to hear about the platforms for art and
change that Wilkinson has helped
establish and cultivate in the Colorado
Springs community.
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What lead you to become
interested in poetry initially?
I remember writing stories since I
was like, seven. I would write little
stories with illustrated pictures of
my pets going on adventures. And
then I remember I was in middle
school and we had some poetry
projects. We were given these
hardcover blank books and we
were assigned different poetry
forms and I think I wrote mine
entirely about cats. Just cat poems.
But then after that it was around
that time that my grandmother
passed away and she was very
important to me and is still very
important to me, and I wrote a
poem about that and it got a lot of
really good feedback. Then I just
kept on writing poems. Like I could
write multiple poems in a day.

What is your vision behind Keep
Colorado Springs Queer (KCSQ),
and how did you get involved?
So I was in Minneapolis the first
semester of my senior year and I
was in a weird place with my life.

I was not feeling great about my
writing. So I went to Minneapolis
and I wasn't writing a ton but I was
going to a weekly writing group
where it wasn't advertised as
such, but because it was led by a
genderqueer performance poet,
everyone was trans or genderqueer
or just queer, and it was an amazing
experience. Minneapolis in general
is just very, very queer and I was
thinking, "God, I'm going to move
back here. But it's really cold."
When I came back to Colorado
Springs, I was asked to perform at
an event and I made this mistake of
saying, "This is what my poetry is
about: it's about queerness and
mental health, and all these things,"
and I was told, and have been told
on many an occasion, "Like, hey,
we don't know what our audience is
going to be like, so maybe don't get
queer with it.” And it's like, well I'm
sorry, I'm going to get on stage and
people are gonna know. Like, I am
a queer poem. So I felt very
annoyed.

At first I was thinking I was just
going to go back to Minneapolis
and be with all the queers, but then
I wandered into Mountain Fold
Books, and I saw Han [Sayles].
That space had become a really
important third space for the queer
community just by the nature of
Han being the manager I think. And
I was talking about [my
frustrations] and about the queer
open mic in Minneapolis, and it
was like, "well why not?"
And so we just made a Facebook
event and a ton of people came. It
was full of people and amazing
artists and it's been that way every
single time. And in a way, I think
that there was a lacking
cohesiveness before that now
there is a space, a time, and a
place for people to meet. I don't
want to attribute it all to Keep
Colorado Springs Queer, because
it's like, I just make a Facebook
event and people come. Maybe it
gave rise to other people being
able to do art in a more visible way.
I don't know, but I'd like to think so.
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In my Feminist Theory class,
we’ve been discussing the
differences between identity
and subjectivity. So we see
identity mostly as defined
externally, like people using
labels to separate groups, and
subjectivity as self-development
that doesn't ignore the external,
but it's on your own terms as
much as possible. Just hearing
that, what do those two
concepts mean to you?

Then, what do you do when your
work is suddenly tied to your
body? I'm still kind of figuring that
out. I think identity has also come
up recently. My most recent
poem for my column was about
the word "queer" because a lot of
people wrote in, asking, "Why are
you using this word? It's a slur." In
it, I'm explaining some of the
bases around it, like not
necessarily wanting to be so
open with everyone.

What it brings up for me is that in
performance poetry versus
poetry on the page, with poetry
on the page it's safe to read those
pieces and say, "The narrator is
thinking this about the subject."
But when you're doing
performance poetry, and your
body becomes the performance
just as much as the words you're
speaking, then that takes on
another dimension, like "Oh, my
identity is now intrinsically tied in
to this poem" and it influences the
way it is interpreted.

If I walk into a room and say, "I'm a
lesbian," then it's like, now you
can picture my sex life. And that's
not necessarily something
everyone wants. And I realize I
could have made that poem
more aggressive in the context of
like, heterosexism, like saying
something along the lines of like,
by saying I'm queer I'm saying,
"I'm not like you and I'm not going
to be part of this bullshit. But you
don't get to know any more than
that." I recognize that it is a slur,
and not everyone is required to
reclaim that.

If someone reads a poem on the
page from me then they can look
up a picture of me and see who I
am, but I also submit to literary
magazines knowing that if I
submit with the name "Nico,"
people might not know my
gender, and they probably don't.
People usually assume I'm a man
when they hear my name. So yes,
having one's identity intrinsically
tied to the interpretation of their
work kind of leads to an
interesting dynamic. And it's hard
to navigate that.

The topic of definitions has
come up in class discussions,
too, and the way you can gain
power by defining as something,
but sometimes that's also
limiting in the sense that it's
defined in someone else's
words. I think trying to navigate
that can be difficult sometimes.
So many labels require a binary.
Saying I'm a lesbian implies that
I'm a woman who likes other
women but it's very complicated.

Everything is so unbelievably
complicated, so it's almost like
taking this very vague term that is
still unifying and still aggressive,
but without having to explain
myself to the world. And there are
definitely situations in which I am
very content to explain myself,
such as through my poetry, or
through panels, like I am very
open to storytelling and I am not
shy. I know that storytelling can
be a comfort. It's more effective
than an explanation.

Do you think there is any
relationship between art and
activism?
I think of course, there is a
relationship between art and
activism. I think they can't really
exist without the other and I think
a big part of that is the idea of
storytelling.

Along that same line, are your art
and your way of defining
yourself connected at all?
Being a queer and nonbinary
person, I do a lot of work
surrounding queer, nonbinary
experience. But then it's
interesting because a lot of my
experience is based on the way
the world reads me, which is, you
know, female. And of course,
regardless of whether or not I
identify as a woman, I'm still
bound by some legislation that
seeks to control my body
anyway, like my body is still
subject to those political
movements. So one thing I've
been struggling with in my own
writing is, "How do I talk about
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these things in a way that is
effective, not linguistically clunky,
but still embodies the
multiplicities of identity that are
actually influenced by, for
example, an anti-abortion ban?"
Because it's not just women. But
then saying, you know, women,
and femme-identified, and people
with uteruses, people without
uteruses, and like, so many levels,
it's so complicated. And then also
trying to be conscious of the fact
that these things, they do affect
so many people on intersectional
levels. How do you, in the context
of often, too-short of a poem,
handle that? That's one of the
skills that I have to learn,
something I think experience can
really teach. It's a matter of, well
we try to do our best and try to be
what our communities want for us
while also respecting the realms
of our experience and the realms
of other people's experience.

Have you worked with local
youth in any of your projects?
What have you learned?
I taught high schoolers when I
was in Minneapolis and when I

came back to the Springs, we
had recently started up the youth
program through Hear Here, so
we have a youth poetry slam
team that goes and competes at
Brave New Voices every single
year. And they are amazing.
There are a lot of them who are
queer and trans identified.
I think that we're noticing that in
Colorado Springs there are a lot
of people who are queer and
trans, especially young people.
I've gotten to work with them
both as poets and helping with
coaching, and that's always a
great experience. I just love to
hear where they're coming from. I
didn't grow up here, so getting to
hear their experiences and
asking, "What is it like to be a
teenager in Colorado Springs?"
My understanding is it's not that
great and we're trying to make it
better. Every time we host events
with Inside/Out or have really
young poets on the KCSQ Open
Mic, it is my favorite thing,
because they're so good. And I'm
just like, "I should have started
sooner I guess. How are y'all so
good?"

So much of the narrative around
queer youth is that it gets
better...It does get better in some
contexts, but in high school
you're just in a context that for it
to get better, you leave. And we
can't have people just leaving
conservative small towns
because nothing gets better. It's a
weird cycle. Yeah, it gets better if
you can leave, but if you leave,
then nothing changes. Then we
end up with big, liberal meccas
and conservative rural areas.
And, it's not all up to these queer
youth. Sometimes, like it's not a
matter of, "oh, don't kill yourself,"
sometimes it's a matter of, "Don't
be murdered." You can't just tell
someone to not get murdered
because it will get better later.

If you had one piece of advice
for an LGBTQIA+ teen reading
this interview right now, about
anything what would you say?
I would say, a good place to start
is finding your tribe. Find a club,
try to find those spaces, even if
it's online, and if you are safe to
look for those spaces, please do.
And then that will help build the
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foundation that can then allow you to achieve a leadership for
building more of those spaces…the idea of those spaces being
that we can get people to a place where they can then branch
out and reach more people.
If you are in a place where you do feel comfortable in your
identity, then do consider that you are not too small to reach
other people. Your experience can save a life, and can save
multiple lives. If you can write those poems about being queer
and share them with your high school, write those poems and
share them with your high school. If you can start a GSA, start a
GSA. And there are people in the community, in Colorado
Springs, in other smaller town communities that can help. And
can help now. Not help get you to a better future, but can help
you have a better present.
Speaking with Nico helped illuminate for
me the many ways that art, identity, and
activism are interrelated and inseparable,
and why they must be so. What really
resonated with me was the importance of
telling stories, of speaking from
experience, and empowering others to
do the same.
In “Theory as Liberatory Practice,” bell
hooks interrogates the obstacles that
large groups of marginalized people can
face in the process of unity and struggle.
She writes, “I insisted that we need new
theories rooted in an attempt to
understand both the nature of our
contemporary predicament and the
means by which we might collectively
engage in resistance that would
transform our current reality” (31). hooks
references the dissonance that people
can find between theory and practice,
but turns to argue that theory can be
liberating, in that it names an experience,
and by doing so, can bring people
together. Nico is a striking example of a
person who leads their life without a gap
between the theory and practice of their
activism.
hooks’ arguments echo the writings of
Audre Lorde, who uses the concept of
difference as something that is unifying
rather than dividing. She writes, “Our
future survival is predicated upon our
ability to relate within equality.

As women, we must root out our
internalized patterns of oppression
within ourselves if we are to move
beyond the most superficial aspects of
social change. Now we must recognize
differences among women who are our
equals, neither inferior nor superior, and
devise ways to use each others’
differences to enrich our visions and our
joint struggles” (285).
By extension, I think that Wilkinson finds
great strength in the variability between
different poets, storytellers, and artists
they come into contact with, either
through Keep Colorado Springs Queer,
Hear Here, or even on national stages.
After all, poetry slams would be pretty
boring if everybody got up to the mic to
say the same thing the same way.
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an original poem by Nico Wilkinson
mid semester evaluations the rules come down from their
ivory tower into my basement and tell
me
i need to start failing my students not all of them, just the ones
i’ve been giving incompletes.
when i ask why, they say
without Fs, As are worthless
other people’s success is built
on the backs of failing students.
i think about my failing students two weeks into class, i finally get the
courage
to tell them my pronouns a shy student asks to do the same,
tells us, “my name max. i use
he/him/his pronouns.”
it takes the class a few weeks
to catch up with the news, but they do.
a few weeks later, max goes missing
i get a call from his mom, she says
“abby is in the hospital. she
tried to hurt herself.”
i am told to give max an F
but isn’t that what everyones already
done
checked that F box
on his birth certificate
his student id
his hospital intake form
and i don’t want to add to that list
when he probably already equates
F for failure
at being recognized in the mirror.

f is for fairness
and i think about danny
danny showed up a month late
out of prison, and spent his first week
hiding,
behind the drawers in the back of the
classroom.
it took a while, but he finally
wrote his story down in a poem
and told us he’d share it
at the final show.
a week before the final show
danny goes missing
and we all know where
even though the administration
won’t tell me.

the thing is
i’ve got a lot of missing students
students i’ve never met
students who never came in to class
students who can’t wake up in the
morning
for first hour
and though i don’t know them
I am told
to give them Fs
like felonies, fears, and faults
when i know
an F won’t get a kid out of bed in the
morning
an F won’t bail a kid out of prison
an F won’t make a kid want to live

i think about william. william and i
were at the same protest that night.
when the white supremacists came
with guns. but i was not the one
shot in the leg. that’s not just
because of luck.

i give them incompletes
because we all deserve
to know we can try again
and do better next time.
i give them incompletes
because they don’t deserve
to have their bad days
permanently recorded
as failed futures.

i am told to give my students Fs
for the days they walked out for
justice
F is for justice
and i know that’s not phonetically
sound
but real justice doesn’t play by the
rules
because the rules put a bird in a cage
and the rules told me to fail that bird
for not singing anymore.

most importantly,
i give them incompletes because
well
aren’t we all incomplete?
and isn’t this fight incomplete?
and isn’t this system incomplete
when any one student
could ever be considered
a failure?
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